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Get rich quick!

Be a spammer!
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How much spam?

Nowadays 90% of email is spam

Worldwide: more than 100,000,000,000 spam messages per day!
I This means: more than 20 spam messages per human being per day
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Strategy #1: spam from my home computer

VictimSpammer

Spam

Internet
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BAD BAD BAD IDEA. . .

I cannot send lots of spam with my home computer

Police will find and arrest me instantly
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Strategy #2: use a free mail provider

"Please send this email to

the following 100,000 people"

Spammer

Spam

Internet Relay
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Strategy #2: use a free mail provider

Spammer

Internet Relay

"Are you crazy???"
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Strategy #3: rent (or buy) many machines

– Spammer: “I would like to rent 100 machines.”
– Data center: “No problem, it will cost you $5000 per month.”
– Spammer: “I will be sending spam from them.”
– Data center: “No way! Get lost or I call the police.”

– Spammer: “I would like to connect my computers to your ISP.”
– ISP: “No problem, it will cost you $1000 per month.”
– Spammer: “I will be sending spam from them.”
– ISP: “No way! Get lost or I call the police.”
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Strategy #4: steal many machines

Let’s build a spamming botnet. . .

VirusBotnet
operator

Bots

Infect victim computers with a virus

Turn victims into bots
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Strategy #4: steal many machines

Let’s build a spamming botnet. . .

Control-and-command
center

Organize bots into a botnet

The control-and-command center can send instructions to the bots
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Strategy #4: steal many machines

Let’s build a spamming botnet. . .

Use your botnet to send spam!
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Did they kill my Control&Command Center???
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Spamming strategies so far

Strategy Pros Cons

Centralized Simple Too slow
Too easy to stop

Relay Cheap We need to fool Gmail

Rent/buy machines — Expensive
We need to fool our ISP

Botnet Cheap, powerful The C&C is our weakest point
Relatively safe
(for the spammer)

Can you guess where most spam comes from?
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Where does spam come from?

Botnets are responsible for ∼ 85% of all spam

Srizbi: 35%
Rustock: 20%
MegaD: 16%
Kraken: 4%
Pushdo: 3%
Storm: 1%
Unknown: 21%

(data from 2009)
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Business plan

Let’s build a business plan:

1 Infect as many computers as possible with our bot

2 Collect as many email addresses as possible

3 Find customers willing to pay to send their spam

4 Fight against researchers who try to stop spam

5 Get rich
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Step #1: infect people’s computers with our bot

How can we install our bot on many home computers?

1 Attack people’s computers and force them to install the bot

2 Ask the user: “Would you please install this bot on your computer?”
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Step #1: infect people’s computers with our bot

Attack people’s computers and force them to install the bot

We must exploit a known vulnerability in people’s computers

Fortunately, many people never install the updates :-)

World record: the Slammer worm
I Exploited a known bug in Microsoft SQL server
I On 25 January 2003 it infected 95% of vulnerable machines

within 10 minutes
I In total: at least 75,000 infected machines, probably many many more
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Step #1: infect people’s computers with our bot

Ask the user: “Would you please install this bot on your computer?”

Build a malicious website
I On “any” topic: Porn, Viagra, online casino, pirated software, etc. . .
I Request visitors to install your “special” plugin, run your “special”

.exe file, etc.
I Send spam emails containing links to your malicious website

Better: build thousands of malicious websites
I If one website is taken down, you still have many others. . .
I Run the websites in the botnet

Wait a minute!

To build a botnet we need a botnet????
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Step #2: collect email addresses

We need lots of valid email addresses to send our spam to

Explore the Web automatically
I Similar to what Google does
I But we are mostly looking for: blablabla@aaa.bbb.ccc
I You can also explore social networks, chatrooms, online games,

newspapers, advertisements, etc.

Steal the address books of bot-infected computers
I Did you receive spam “from” a friend of yours?
I How did the spammer know that you are friends?

The biggest list so far: Rustock’s botnet (∼1,200,000,000 addresses)
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Step #3: find customers

Different botnets harvest email addresses independently
I Their lists of addresses do not overlap a lot: no more than 30% overlap

People who want to organize a good spam campaign should hire two
or more botnets
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Step #4: fight against the good guys

Problem: there are good guys trying to take us down
I Police
I Antivirus companies
I Researchers (not only from Vrije Universiteit :-) )
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Step #4: fight against the good guys

Spam filters try to distinguish spam from non-spam automatically
I An email comes from a strange source, talks about “Viagra”, and

contains a link to a URL like http://184.32.143.2:8917/_kjh99/?
I It must be spam!

We must introduce variety in our spams:
I Textual variety: Viagra → Vi@gra → V!agra → \/!@gr@
I Template variety: having a standard email where we just replace the

word “Viagra” with variants is too easy
I Subject variety: we need many different titles for the same spam

campaign
I URL variety: do not always point to the same website

Why not send an image instead of text?
I Images are harder for spam filters to analyze
I But: it makes mails bigger so we can send less at a time
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Step #4: fight against the good guys

Problem Solution

Researchers want to find
our C&C

Build several C&C’s, make sure bots know
where to find them, hide them

Researchers try to
reverse-engineer the bots

Use tools to obfuscate the bot, use encryp-
tion

Researchers capture bots
and study their behavior

Design bots to detect when they are being
monitored and stop working

And so on. . .

Did you notice?

Here, the bad guys write secure software while the good guys attack it.
Research in computer security does not only mean designing secure
systems. . .
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Step #4: fight against the good guys

Some botnets will defend themselves against the researchers
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Quite often, the good guys win

Researchers are getting successful at taking down entire botnets
I Even if this requires drastic measures
I Taking down the Srizbi botnet required to disconnect the entire

McColo ISP from the Internet
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Quite often, the good guys win

Two years later the ISP and botnet’s operator was identified and
arrested
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Conclusion: What have we learned?

Spam is a huge problem: 100,000,000,000+ messages per day

Botnets are among the largest distributed systems in operation today
I Mariposa botnet: ∼ 10-12 million machines
I Google: ∼ 1-2 million machines

Studying botnets allows us to better understand how to build such
huge systems, how to make them secure, and how to attack them.

I Many researchers reuse these results to build legitimate systems

A real-time map of spam: http://botlab.org/
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Get rich quick!

Be a spammer!
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Get rich computer science education moderately quick

Be a student at Vrije Universiteit!
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